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What’s new?

2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

• Country strategy approach
  → SDG centred approach

• SDG Principles:
  • Leaving No One Behind (LNOB)
  • Multistakeholder partnerships
  • Interconnectedness
What’s new?

Focus on connecting

• Country Reference Frameworks
  • 2030 Agenda
  • Higher education context
  • Other (Belgian) actors

• Joint Strategic Frameworks (JSFs)
  • Thematic JSF HES4SD
  • Geographic JSF Uganda

• SharePoint tool: exchange with the 5 new IUCs, then to open to others: tool in development
VLIR-UOS website

IUC Phase In MUST

Country page Uganda
How to connect with MUST?

For incoming team members or other interested parties:

**Coordinators:**
- Uganda coordinator: Charles Tushabomwe Kazooba  
  tkazooba@must.ac.ug
- Flemish coordinator: Gily Coene  
  Gily.coene@vub.be

**Managers:**
- Uganda manager: Gwendoline Atuhiere  
  gatuhiere@must.ac.ug
- Flemish manager: Annabel Van Damme  
  Annabel.Lieselot.van.damme@vub.be